We consider the problem of reconstructing a continuoustone (contone) image from its error-diffused halftoned version. We present an iterative nonlinear algorithm for this problem, and show simulation results that compare the performance of the al orithm to that of conventional linear lowpass filtering. d e find that the new technique results in subjectively superior reconstruction. As there is a natural relationship between error diffusion and CA modulation, our reconstruction algorithm can also be applied to the decoding problem for EA modulators.
INTRODUCTION
Halftoning is the process of converting contone images into a form suitable for display on binary devices 1 2 [3] . In this paper, we consider the Error Diffusion (E!$l!Jftoning algorithm [4] , and address the problem of reconstructing a grayscale contone image from its halftoned version. This problem arises when high quality images are needed for immediate viewing, or when when the underlying contone image needs to be decimated, interpolated, extrapolated, filtered, enhanced, re-halftoned at a different resolution etc.
There are several existing approaches to halftone-tocontone conversion. The most common approach is lowpass filtering [2] , but this does not extract all the information which is encoded nonlinearly in a halftone image. Ting and Riskin [5] describe a nonlinear table look-up a p proach for ED halftone images, based on an assumption of local constancy. Fan [6] describes a logic filtering a p proach for screened halftone ima es. Fan's approach and the algorithm in 7 both use the keory of Projection Onto to the reconstruction of contone images from ED halftone images. Due to the recursive and nonlinear nature of ED encoding, it is more complex to optimally reconstruct contone images from ED halftone images than from screened halftone images. Our proposed algorithm is inspired by our work on nonlinear decoding algorithms for EA modulators [9] . We thus exploit the relationship between ED and EA modulation first noted in [I] .
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes ED, and section 3 describes our proposed reconstruction algorithm. Section 4 shows sample results of our algorithm, and section 5 contains a summary.
Convex Sets ( P dE S) [a] . In this paper, we apply POCS
ERROR DIFFUSION
In section 2.1 we give a brief, general introduction to ED. In section 2.2 we discuss our choice of a Computational Procedure (CP) for ED halftoning, and in section 2.3 we derive the resulting space-domain description of ED.
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input (z(n1, nz)} and output (y(n1,nz)). Q is given by Figure 1 shows a block diagram of an ED encoder with where Lhigh = 255 and L m i d = +Lhigh = 1273, a8 W e Consider 8-bit ima es. To be implementable, the 2-D filter G(z1,zz) must fave finite-extent input and output masks, and the system must be recursively computable lo]. We will use the original Floyd-Steinberg input and output masks [4] shown in figure 2 ; the impulse response of this filter has the infinite-extent Region Of Support (ROS) R, shown in figure 3(a) . The chosen masks are simple, but better and larger masks have ais0 been proposed [3] . We assume in the following that the masks are known.
Computational Procedure
In this section we describe a C P [lo] for the ED encoder; this involves specifying boundary conditions and a recursive computational order [lo] . While our C P differs slightly from the standard one, it significantly reduces the complexity of our reconstruction algorithm, and it does not al€ect the quality of the halftonin
We then derive a spacedomain description of the ED encoder involving known space-inuariant impulse responses determined by G. Under the standard CP, the space-domain description would involve space-varying impulse responses.
To find suitable boundary conditions, let us first pretend that the quantizer Q is absent from figure 1. We denote which {z(nl,nz)} can be non-zero; N is the ima e size.
As the input mask is a Kronecker &function, the kOS of the output of G(21,zz) equals R,. Therefore the output is zero in the boundary condition re 'on RBC which is the complement of R,. Now, because &O) = 0, inserting Q over the region RBC does not alter the encoder output over RBC. Therefore, the boundary condition region remains RBC when Q is inserted.
We next specify a recursively computable order [lo for the ED encoder. A natural order through R , would be line-by-line. However, we only need the ED output over R,. We can therefore discard any lines above R, in the n2 direction, and also any samples with large enough values of nl that they do not affect the encoder output over R,.
To calculate the encoder output over R,, it thus suffices to go line-by-line through the finite region Ri shown in figure   3 (b). In contrast, the standard C P forces the quantization error to be zero outside of R,, which leads to a violation of the filterin equations over R,; here R, denotes the part of R: which toes not overlap with R,.
While our proposed C P simplifies reconstruction, it has one potential problem: The decoder only has access to the encoder output over R,, and due to the feedback, this output may be affected by outputs over R,. However, for our encoder an output sample is necessaril zero whenever the corresponding input sample is zerofllf Therefore the discarded outputs over R, carry no in ormation.
Space-Domain Description
Referring to figure 1, we will write the quantizer input u(n1,nz) as a linear combination of (z(n1,nz)) and {y(nl,nz)). For given input and output masks, we can use standard methods [lo] to calculate the space-invariant impulse responses (g,(nl,n2)} and {gV(nl,n2)} such that figure 2 are both zero whenever n2 < 0 or nl + n2 < 0.
Therefore, the limits on m2 in (2) can be reduced to go from 'When using the standard CP, the quantizer input still depends linearly on encoder input and output. 0 to min(n2, N -l}, and the limits on mi to go from 0 to min(n1 + nz -m2, N -1).
RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM
Our proposed algorithm for halftone-to-contone conversion is based on the theory of POCS [SI. Thus, we alternate between a space-domain projection PI and a frequencydomain projection P2 to find an image invariant under both.
PI projects onto the space of contone images which generate the given halftone image, and Pz is a band-limitation operator. Note that the traditional method of contone reconstruction is to apply a low-pass filter, that is, to neglect the space-domain constraint. In sections 3.1 and 3.2 we describe the two projections in more detail.
Space-Domain Projection
We only have access to the output image (y(nl,nz)} and not the sequence {u(nl,nz)}. Through (1) and (2), the halftone image thus provides us with a series of bounds on linear combinations of input samples {z(nl, n2)) of the form 
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where 0 denotes the N x N zero matrix, and the N x N Toeplitz matrix Gn is completely specified by its first row, n, N -1)). Finally, we define I to be the N 2 x N2 identity matrix, and Q to be the diagonal matrix whose nth diagonal element is -1 if yn = Lhigh and +1 if yn = 0. We can then write equation (3) as n, -N + l)}, and its first column,
where the inequality sign is to be taken coordinate-wise. The space-domain projection problem can now be stated as follows: Given an arbitrary image vector x, find a vector f which satisfies (5) and which minimizes d2 = 11 fity are directly applicable.
Frequency-Domain Projection
We have considered doing the band limitation P2 both in terms of the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and a novel Sin ular Value Decomposition (SVD based transform [12], etter than the DCT one, while requirin fewer coefficients tl], we discarded the DCT method. &e also considered near filtering [13] . As this is not a projection, the theory of POCS does not guarantee convergence, but subjectively good quality might nonetheless be achieved.
klf Since for our test image, the S 4 D method performed 
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RESULTS
In this section we illustrate the performance of our reconstruction algorithm. We use the 512 x 512 Lenno image in figure 4 as our test case. The halftoned version of the SVD band-limited Lenna image is shown in figure 5,2 and is the input to our algorithm. The details of the POCS implementation are described in [9] . We provide the Peak SNR (PSNR) as a quantitative performance measure. Figure 6 shows the effect of low-pass filtering the halftone image in figure 5 using a Gaussian 9 x 9 filter of the form h(n1, n2) = 6 exp (w) where -4 5 nl, n2 5 +4, and K is a normalization consiant such that the tap values add up to one. We have found empirically that U = 2.0 results in the subjectively best low-pass filtering; choosing a larger U results in a more blurred image, whereas choosing a smaller U results in a more grainy appearance. Comparing figures 4 and 6, we see that linear filtering results in a visually pleasing but quite blurred image. Note for instance the blurring of the straws on the hat, the eyebrows, the eyes and the upper brim of the hat. Note also the graininess of the leftmost part of the cheek, and the contouring in the background to the right of the cheek. The image in figure 6 is the benchmark against which we will compare the results of our reconstruction algorithm. Figure 7 shows the result of applying the POCS algorithm using a 9 x 9 linear Gaussian filter whose U depends on the iteration number n. The idea of varying U is inspired by [7] . By starting with a large U , the initial iterates become lowpass and blurred, thus filtering out the halftone artifacts. Decreasing U then reduces the effect of the filter. We choose Figure 7 has a "pearly" appearance, with white dots appearing along the edges of the hat. This is because the space- domain projection PI dominates the algorithm for large n, and PI is not restricted to make smooth modifications to the iterates. The filter bandwidth involves a trade-off between sharpness and pearliness. Figure 7 is sharper and less grainy than the result of standard linear filtering shown in figure 6 . Figure 8 shows the result of applying the POCS algorithm with a mixed band limitation, namely the linear filter characterized by (6), followed by the SVD method. The purpose of this is to combine the best of the SVD and linear filtering for band limitation, namely the conver ence and sharpness properties of the SVD and the smootfing effect of linear filtering. We find the image in figure 8 to be subjectively pleasing. The main artifacts of the image are in the white dots on the chin and the dark shade to the right of the nose. In addition, there is some graininess in the facial skin. On the other hand, figure 8 is sharper than figures 7 and 6. Figure 8 is the best reconstruction of those that we have obtained with variations of POCS and linear filtering.
S U M M A R Y
We have described a POCS-based iterative algorithm for reconstructing a contone image from its ED-encoded halftone version. We showed simulation results which demonstrate that the proposed algorithm provides subjectively superior reconstruction to conventional linear filtering.
A more detailed version of this paper, including quantitative measures of convergence, appears in [I1 . Specifically, used on its own, but it results in either graininess or blurriness depending on the filter bandwidth. Linear filtering in a POCS iteration reduces the blurriness, but increases pearliness if the filter bandwidth is too large. Using the SVD method in a POCS iteration also reduces blurriness and results in fast convergence, but introduces some ringing artifacts. Finally, in our opinion, a combination of the SVD method and linear filtering in a POCS iteration results in a reasonable compromise between sharpness and artifact-free images, as shown in figure 8. we show in [ll] in more detail that low-pass fil ltering can be V-311 
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